
Theme 

 

Our Wet and Wild theme focusses on water and it’s impact on the 
world around us. We will be looking at the water cycle, rivers and 

how water is essential to plant life.  
English 

In English, we will focus on: 

 Non-chronological reports 

 Narratives 

 Poetry 

We shall be linking our English with our theme. Basic 
skills, handwriting and SPAG will be embedded in 
English and foundations subject lessons. The chil-
dren will have opportunities to write about what 
they have been learning and display their 
knowledge and skills in a variety of different text 
types.  

Maths 

In Maths, we will focus on: 

 Number and place value 

 Addition and subtraction 

 Multiplication and division 

There will be a strong focus on recalling number 
bonds and multiplication facts . Children will be us-
ing all of this knowledge to develop their fluency, 

reasoning and problem solving skills. 

WOW EVENTS 

We want to take advantage of our amazing environment in 
Year 3 this term. We will be exploring our local environ-

ment, visiting local rivers and hopefully, wetland habitats. 

We will also be showcasing all of the amazing work the 
children are going to produce.   

 

 

Guided Reading 

In guided reading we shall be reading The Wind in 
the Willows.  

Well—Being 

There will be a daily emphasis each day on children’s well being that 
will focus on past, present and future emotions. We will be teaching 

the children to find positives in themselves and in others through 
different activities. These activities include having a worry box in 

each classroom and creating a jigsaw puzzle representing how we 
fit together as a class.  

Recovery Curriculum 

The Recovery Curriculum is built upon the five levers to reignite the 
flame of learning in each child.  Our first step will be to rebuild   

relationships with peers and adults and establish new relationships 
together. We will assess individual needs and give pupils a voice to 

move their learning forwards after lockdown. Routines will be        
re-established, gaps in learning addressed and emotional resilience 
rebuilt. Finally, we will focus on relearning past skills and rebuilding 

confidence whilst maintaining a broad based and balanced focus 
throughout.  

Geography 

As geographers we are looking at the physical features of 
rivers and our local area and combining this with our      

geographical field skills  to develop our understanding of 
natural water cycles.  

History 

A historians we will focus on the history of our local area 
specifically looking at the development of the docks in Hull. 
We will be linking this to our understanding of the physical 

features of rivers and the sea.  

Science 

During this theme, there will be lots of opportunities for 
the children to work scientifically. We shall be conducting 
experiments to demonstrate the water cycle, the move-

ment of water in plants and the flow of water in our rivers 
and streams!  
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